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@Tome explained in a few words ...
@Tome (@utomatic Threading Optimization Modeling and Evaluation) is a web pipeline dedicated to
protein structure modeling and small ligand docking based on comparative analyses.
@Tome allows fold recognition, template selection, structural alignment editing, structure comparisons, 3Dmodel building and evaluation. In case of protein-ligand complexes modeling, the binding site is
automatically predicted and the ligand position is calculated by comparative docking or virtual screening. In
our pipeline, softwares are efficiently interconnected to accelerate and automate the modeling process. Each
step of the process includes several tools in order to obtain an accurate consensus score for evaluation. The
main steps are summarized below.
@Tome can be used for modeling your molecule but also in studies of large set of proteins such as protein
family or genome. Some resulting models are available on this platform. Furthermore, @Tome offers virtual
screening tools on pres-calculated family of receptors such as nuclear receptor or protein-kinase.
Looking for homologous structural alignments in PDB data-bank …
@Tome looks for structural alignments of a user primary sequence using dedicated softwares (HHSearch,
Fugue, Psi Blast, Sp3) and predict molecular structures with the help of software sush as Tito, Scwrl or
Modeller. @Tome provides a graphical and intuitive presentation of the alignments results. Results are
evaluated with an important set of 1D, 2D & 3D evaluation scores extracted from sofwares such as Tito,
TCoffee, Verify3D, 3D-Jury and 3D clustering methods.
3D structure modeling ...
For each structural alignment, three types of model are calculated :
- 1/ Partial 3D common core: the Tito software keeps conserved amino acid residues and proposes a
common core closed to the experimental template (same experimental coordinates).
- 2/ Complete 3D common core: the Scwrl software adds missing side chains on common core.
- 3/ Finally, the Modeller software offers a recalculated and sophisticated complete model
All models are evaluated and ranked by many tools such as Qmean, Dope, Errat, Dfire, ...
Protein / ligand complexes modeling ...
Receptor/ligand complexes can be modeled by homology. @Tome detects all the ligands stored into the
template files (PDB) and proposes to move them into the model. The transfer of ligands is allowed by the
superimposition of the experimental structure and the model (comparative docking method). Each modeled
complex is evaluated with several scoring functions such as MedusaScore, Xscore or Plants,....
A profile of receptor/ligand contacts is calculated from the homologous crystallographic templates. At the
end, each modeled complexes can be evaluated by calculating a similarity to this profile (Pat software).
Virtual screening ....
@Tome proposes to calculate virtual screening on modeled or crystallographic structure targets. In addition,
the similar crystallographic ligands can be used during the screening process, as a shape restraints. Classical
affinities score (pKd) are calculated using scoring functions. A additional score to evaluate the position of the
ligand (Ligand Position Error (LPE)) was developed from a SVM machine learning. All these evaluation
scores help us to select the best result.

@Tome flowchart:
This flowchart shows a complete process. All stages are described below in the text.

Stage 1 : How to submit a query to @Tome ?
The home page of @Tome is here : http://atome.cbs.cnrs.fr
The submission page is in the "My Modeling" menu.
This page allows the user submitting the primary sequence, title and email address (screen shot below).
Many tools are selected by default but the user can change options parameters and tools by clicking on the
corresponding buttons. All the options are described below.

Stage 2 : Structural alignment (S.A.) research.
The query primary sequence is submitted to selected structural alignment softwares. The following tools are
embedded:
Tools

DBase

Selected

Output

Psiblast

PDB

default

20 best results

Psiblast

CBE

optional

user choice

HHSearch

PDB

default

20 best results

Fugue

Homstrad

default

10 best results

SP3

SP3 DB

optional

10 best results

Each tool uses a different algorithm (see below). The multiplicity of tools allows the user retrieving more
analyses and thus having more confidence in the results. Homologous sequences are found into the PDB and
the CBE databases (Contact Between Entities). CBE is a home made database that contains all complexes
from the PBD and permits to easily find all the ligands of the homologous structures. Many features have
been previously calculated in CBE in order to increase the speed of @Tome process.
Embedded tools, algorithms and options are explained here:
- Psi-Blast on PDB : a sequence-profile comparison software
Default parameters : 8 iterations, E-Value threshold = 1E-3.
- Psi-Blast on CBE : detects additional ligands not found by Psi-Blast on the PDB
Default parameters : 8 iterations, E-Value threshold = 1E-3.
Low limit of identity between query and template : selected by user
Maximum number of additional S.A. found : selected by user
- HHsearch : a profile-profile comparison software
Parameters for Psiblast: 8 iterations, E-Value threshold=1E-3,
Database = PDB, PsiPred is running.
- Fugue : a sequence-structure comparison software / default options of Fugue.
- SP3 (Optional) : a profile-profile + structure comparison software / default options of SP3.

Stage 3 : Structural alignment analyses & modeling
All structural alignments (S.A.) found are evaluated with a set of 1D, 2D and 3D scores. The tab below
describes the sequential processes and the information extracted for each S.A.:

Features extracted from the process for each S.A.

Tools

Sequence identity

@Tome

3D structure of template (PDB files and chains)

@Tome

Classification & information :
cath, scop, uniprot, smart, prosite, Pfam, EC-Number
csa , procognate, experimental method, ....

@Tome

Secondary structure prediction

Psea

Sequence alignment score

Tcoffee

Common core modeling (Threading)

Tito

Side chain calculation

Scwrl

3D evaluation

Verify3D, Qmean

Detection of disulfide bonds

Pat

Ligand detection (< 8A to protein)

@Tome

Binding site prediction

@Tome

Ligand information
(small molecule / peptide / Nucleic Acid / Sugar / Ion)
Name, Weight, contact distance,
binding site conservation

@Tome

Process calculated on all the SA together

Tools

3D clustering
threshold = 0.8Å / sequence independent
Hierarchical Clustering algorithm
cluster name = C1, C2,...

Maxcluster / MaxSub
3DJury

Research common features from templates
(extract restraints for Modeller)

Pat / FCT

Profile of protein-ligand contacts

Pat

All scores are used in the process of S.A. selection (consensus method).
All these indicators can be displayed on the graphic user interface of @Tome in order to facilitate the
selection of the best alignments results. In the default configuration, only the twenty best sequences
alignments are displayed on the graphic user interface.

Stage 4 : @Tome rank calculation
For each S.A. an additional @Tome rank score is calculated including all result scores previously defined.
Each value is normalized within a range from 0 to 100 (0 = lowest value, 100 = highest value).
@Tome rank is an average of the following tool results:
- Identity (%) (Percentage of identity *(length of template sequence / length of query sequence))
- 3D-Coffee sequence alignment score *(length of template sequence / length of query sequence)
- 3DJury rank (coeff 1/2)
- Tito score divided by the number of residues in the sequence
- Verify3D & QMean evaluation scores of Scwrl models (Tito Common core + calculated side chains).
@Tome score is calculated as:

where:
Vt i = Score value of tool (t) for S.A. i
Nt = Total number of tools
@Tome rank score is displayed in the user graphic interface for each entry.

Stage 5 : Ligand research & profile of contacts
Ligand research: @Tome calculates and evaluates protein/ligand complexes. To this end, it looks for all the
ligands in the homologous templates of the PDB. The user can select several types of ligands: small
molecules (default), peptides, sugars, nucleic acids or ions according to the study. Ligands with an atom at
less than 4 Angstroms from the protein are taken into consideration and classified according to the distance
contacts (at 4, 6, 8 Angstroms).
Binding site detection: All ligands found in homologous templates are clustered by superimposition of
crystallographic complexes. This step permits to detect and rank all binding sites (S1, S2). The main binding
site is called S1 (the largest number of ligands), the second S2 and so on.
Co-Procognate process: Procognate ligands are not systematically detected in the cognate DBase. Tanimoto
similarity score is used to extend this concept to all ligands. Ligand with tanimoto > 0.5 have same biological
state.
Receptor/ligand contact profile: the 20 best homologous crystallographic complexes are taken into
consideration to calculate the profile of protein/ligand interactions. Complexes are superimposed in order to
extract features such as contact distances, angles (phi, psi, omega, chi1, chi2), atom types, ... All this
calculation is made by the Pat software. At the end, a profile of receptor/ligand interactions for the family of
receptors is calculated.
Similarity to this profile will be used as a quality criteria for model evaluation (Profile Similarity = PSim).
The 20 best crystallographic complexes are selected according to following features:
- Different types of ligands (without redundancy) except Ions
- Receptors are selected in the main 3D common core cluster
- Only the main binding site (S1) is selected and binding site conservation has to be > 50%

Stage 6 : Complexes modeling
Comparative docking
In the firsts steps of processing, @Tome generates common core models of submitted query (stage 3) and
gets ligands from PDB templates (stage 5). Best model(s) and ligand(s) are selected automatically. @Tome
transfers the selected ligand(s) from experimental structure(s) to selected model(s) target. The position of
ligand in the model is obtained by the superimposition of the experimental complex with the model
(comparative docking).
Cross comparative docking is also available. A ligand can be inserted in several model(s) increasing
variability of binding contacts and possibilities.

Complex evaluation
For each new modeled complex, 3 descriptors are calculated to evaluate the quality of complex model :
1/ The calculated binding affinity (pKa) is an average of 4 scoring functions: MedusaScore, Xscore, DSX
and Plants. A large study on 95 crystallographic complexes of PDBbind shows that the average increases the
precision and robustness of the prediction (see Table).
Table shows the correlation of Pearson (R) between calculated and measured affinity:
Score funct.

Pearson coef. (R)

MedusaScore

0.49

Xscore

0.39

Plants

0,44

DSX

0,53

@Tome Avg.

0,53

2 / Similarity to the crystallographic templates (PSim) : in the firsts steps of @Tome processing, a profile of
contacts between the receptor and the ligand is calculated on the crystallographic templates (Pat software).
For each dock, similarity to this profile can be calculated (PSim) in order to evaluate the docking.
3/ Quality of complex (Q) is a consensus score including several features such as internal energy of ligand
(AMMP force field calculation including angle, dihedral, bonds, VdW), complementarity function between
ligand and binding site (LPC software), quality of receptor structure (Qmean software), type of contacts
(Number of violation, H-Bonds).

GUI : Database storage and graphic user interface
Stages 1 to 5 are made in background on the @Tome grid computing. Scores & information are stored in a
local database (in XML format). After calculation, @Tome provides access to all these scores on a graphical
user interface.
The user interface consists of two parts. An main form that allows one to display all the database information
of the study and permits to select S.A., models or ligands. After selection, the user can run calculation
modules to perform many type of analyses ("Select Module" menu at the bottom of the page) . The results of
these calculations are included in the database and dynamically appear in the main form.

Interactive main form:

Select information in interactive main form: In the left frame, two types of menu are available. The first
one, called "Global output mode" permits to display S.A. according to several criteria (sort by tools, by
cluster and so on). The second group of menu called "Column output" permits to select which information
can be viewed in the different columns.
Sequence color type : the user can choose to color according to : Secondary Structure, TCoffee Identity
Score, 3D Clustering, Ligands Contact, hydrophobic amino-acid, disulfides bonds.

Column Output: For each S.A. entries, all the results can be displayed. The following table resumes
available information in the menu / column:
Column
& values available
Score
@Tome Rank:
Tool score:

Consensus rank calculated by @Tome
Raw score of structural alignment tools : Psiblast, Fugure, HHsearch or SP3

Alignment
Identity :
TCoffee Score:

Sequence identity between query and template (%)
Sequence alignment score evaluated by T-Coffee Software.

3D Core
Tito Score :
Qmean :
Verify3D:

Tito sequence-structure compatibility evaluation score
Qmean score of Tito 3D model
Verify3D Score of Tito 3D model

3D Clustering
Cluster Num:
3D-Jury Struct. Score:

Cluster number
3D-Jury (MaxSub) Score :most frequent sub-structure found within a model set.

Modeling
Model Rank :
QMean Score :
Dfire Score :
Dope Score :
Errat Score :
Modeller Score :
Verify3D Score :

Rank of model (consensus of all scores below)
Qmean score of modeller model
DFire score of modeller model
Dope score of modeller model
Errat score of modeller model
Raw Modeller calculated energy of the model
Verify3D Evaluation Score of the modeller model

Information
Uniprot:
Cath class:
Scop class:
Smart class:
Prosite class:
Pfam class:
EC Number:
Experiment Method:
Taxonomy:

Explanations

Uniprot classification and link
Cath classification and link
Scop classification and link
Smart classification and link
Prosite classification and link
Pfam classification and link
Enzyme Commission Number and link
NMR or XRay structure (NMR constraints and structure factor are available
here)Distribution of Pfam domain in classification HEBAV (Human-EukaryoteBacteria-Archaea-Viruses)

Complexes Modeling
Show Ligands :
Complex Affinity :
Binding Site identity :

Show and select ligand associated to the structure
Show the best affinity found for the complexe.
Identity rate of main binding site (S1)

Sequence
PDB Template :
Complex Tab :

Display template primary sequence
Show all the calculated complex in a same tab

In each menu, "Hide column" permits to hide column in the main form. The header of each column is a
yellow button that change the display order.

GUI : Available Processing Modules
After selection of one or more S.A. (or ligands) the user can run calculation modules to perform many type
of analyses on the selected entries. All the modules are accessible from the menu in the bottom of form.
To facilitate its use while maintaining a flexible access to most functionalities and complex pipelining,
@Tome is run in basic mode by default but an expert mode can be activated on the result pages. This gives
access to additional menus.
Modules are explained here:

Modules for structural alignment :
Module : Edit / adjust alignment
This module permits to improve the alignment of selected S.A. It proposes a manual re-alignment (Vito v2)
or to use automatic softwares such as ClustalW or Muscle. Structural re-alignment is also possible with the
Matt software .
Each new alignment can be selected and included into the general form in the group called "Multi Alignment
Result". Thus, it may be used in @Tome as others S.A.

Module : Modify selection of Atome
@Tome selects automatically the 20 best S.A. according calculated rank. This selection can be modified in
order to hide redundancy or remove bad selection.

Module : Hide or remove selected alignments
In order to eliminate irrelevant alignments and reduce the database, this module permits to hide (from
general form) or remove (from database) the selected S.A.

Module : Modify the clustering of 3D cores
In stage 3 of the processing, @Tome clusterize all the Tito models with similar structure. This 3D clustering
is done by the software MaxCluster with the default options. This module allows to restart the calculation
with different options.
Each cluster is sorted by color. The main cluster is in green. The centroid model of cluster appears in bold
characters.

Module : Add your PDB file
This module permits to add a new S.A. in the database. This local pdb file is used as a template for the new
model. Th sequence alignment is made by the software Muscle. This new entry can be used like the other
SA.

Modules for Modeller:
Module : Modeling Selected Alignment (Modeller license is mandatory)
@Tome proposes to calculate more sophisticated models using the Modeller V9 software. The evaluation of
Modeller models is done through the internal Modeller energy score and the Verify3d, Qmean, Errat, Dope
and Dfire softwares. A consensus score permits to classify models (rank).
New models are available and can be displayed in the "Model" column. This permits to the user to easily
select models with better results.
Optional : FCT = Frequent Contact Tree (Pat software)
Add restraints to modeling. Restrains are extracted from the best crystallographic templates. Three types of
restrains are take into consideration: distance, H bond and disulfide bond.

Module : Multi Template Modeling (Modeller license is mandatory)
Modeller can use more than one template in order to create better models. The modeled structure are added
as a new SA entry in the main form into the "Multi Template Modeling" group. It may be used like any other
S.A. The evaluation of Modeller models is identical to "Modeling Selected Alignment" module. The code of
the Modeller model is a 4 letters code which starts by "M" letter.
Optional : FCT = Frequent Contact Tree (Pat software)
Add restraints to modeling. Restrains are extracted from the best crystallographic templates. Three types of
restrains are take into consideration: distance, H bond and disulfide bond.

Module : Automatic selection & modeling (Modeller license mandatory)
In automatic mode, Modeller in used to make mono-template models from the 20 best S.A. selected by
@Tome. In a second step, 4 multi-template models were computed by Modeller. For each model to construct,
4 templates have been selected according to the best scores from @Tome, Scwrl, Tito and Qmean.
At the end, mono and multi template models are ranked according to a consensus score calculated using
several tools : Qmean, Dope, Dfire, Errat and Modeller score.

Modules for protein/ligand complexes :
Module : Modify ligands selection
This module allows user selecting ligand(s) from PDB template. Many filters are available: type of ligand,
weight, receptor, binding site.... The selected ligands will be used for complexes modeling.
@Tome selects automatically ligands ("smalls molecules" type) of the main binding site (S1).

Module : Make complexes by crossed comparative docking
This comparative docking module allows modeling receptor/ligand complexes. It is explained in the
"Complex Modeling" documentation below.

Module : Profile of receptor-ligand contacts
This module shows the current profile of ligand/receptor interactions previously calculated on homologous
crystallographic templates (PDB). The profile is a set of constraints calculated by the PDBGEO & CT4D
tools from the Pat software (show above). The restraints correspond to the most frequent atomic contacts
(receptor/ligand) observed in the superimposed structures. It is possible here to recalculate profile with other
template/ligands selected by the user.

Module : Recalculate models of complexes
This module makes it possible to recalculate the protein / ligand complexes in automatic mode. Some
information is requested from the user such as the identity threshold or the type of ligand. T he previous

complexes are erased.

Modules for virtual screening :
Module : Modify complexes selection
The user can select here the best complexes after comparative docking. This complexes will be used as a
target to guide the virtual screening. Selected complexes can be downloaded. A set of complexes is
automatically selected by @Tome but can be modify here.

Module : Run virtual screening
Virtual screening is made on a database of suitable homologous complexes supports (models or structures)
previously calculated in @Tome by comparative docking. The candidate ligand (mol2 file) is docked into the
selected binding site taking into consideration the orientation of the crystallographic ligands found in the
templates (shape restraint anchoring).
Exploration of different docking positions is made by the software Plants that calculates multiple
conformations by rotation of dihedral angles or ligand translation. The side chains of residues of the binding
sites are not taken into account in the calculation.
For each modeled complex many descriptors are calculated:
- A theoretical affinity (pKd) is calculated using several scoring functions (MedusaScore, X-score, DSX).
- Similarity with profile of contacts ligand/receptor in homologous crystallographic complexes (PDB).
- Theoretical ligand position error (LPE) is calculated by multiple regression (SVM) with many descriptors.

Modules for extract & download :
Module : Alignment with Pat
This module allows one to download the alignment of selected sequences. The following formats are
available: Fasta, Pir, Selex and MSF. The format conversion is made by the Pat software.

Module : Structural Superimposition
3D structures can be superimposed and downloaded from 3D core Tito result, Tito/Scwrl, Modeller or PDB
template. Different formats are available: NMR type bundle, single PDB file with one chain by model or
separate PDB file.
For superimposition step, @Tome uses the Matt software (long time consuming) or MaxSub/Maxcluster
software.

Module : Binding Site Information

Module : Download models or ligands

Module : @Tome values in CSV format

Stage 7 : Comparative virtual screening
The screening module of @Tome allows docking new ligand (candidate) taking into consideration the
orientation of the crystallographic ligands (anchor shape restraint) in the templates and their profile of
contacts. These features are extracted from a database of suitable homologous complexes previously selected
in the result of @Tome pipeline modeling (complex supports). The principle is described here.

Flowchart of comparative screening processing & evaluation with LPE (Ligand Position Error)

Evaluation criteria

@tome
processing

Complex supports (CS)
Receptor/Anchor Ligand (ALig)
(Models or crystallographics)

Profile of contact
Receptor / ALig
+

Candidate
Ligand (CLig)

CS selected
(Clig/ALig similarity)
same calc.
for 20 CS

Similarity score
CLig / ALig (Tanimoto)
+

Docking with restraints
(Plants software)

Superimposition
score CLig / ALig
+

20 complexes calculated
Receptor/CLig

Complex evaluation
(LPC, violation, …)
= LPE

Evaluation / Selection

(Ligand Position Error)

Selection of the best modeled complexes to guide the docking (complex supports) :
The “complexes selection” module permits to choose target for the virtual screening (called complex
support). The selected crystallographic ligands are used as anchors. Complex supports for screening can be
selected according to many criteria: receptor model quality, PSim, complex model quality, predicted affinity,
candidate/anchor Tanimoto similarity score between the candidate ligand and the anchor...
In the automatic mode, the closest ligands are first selected (Tanimoto score).

Screening process :
In the second step, the user has to upload a (multi) mol2 file with new candidate ligands and run the virtual
screening process. Exploration of different docking positions of candidate ligands is made by the Plants
software which tests multiple conformations by rotation of dihedral angles or translation of the candidate
ligand. A weight is added if the orientation of the new candidate ligand is close to a position of the ligand
already known in the crystallographic complex (shape restraint).
Plants is used with the default settings. The weight given to the superposition with the ligand and anchor
(shape constraint) is -3. Computational speed is equal to 2. The side chains of the binding site are not
changed. The volume of the binding site is equal to the size of the ligand + 8A.

Complexes evaluation :
Evaluation of new complexes is made with the same descriptors used in the complex modeling module (see
above) : calculated affinity (pKa), similarity to profile (PSim), complex quality (Q).
Many other descriptors are extracted from the process (see tab below).
A theoretical RMSD (Ligand Position Error or LPE in Angstrom) is calculated using an SVM multivariables regression method (SVMTorch software) built on appropriate complexes found in the PDB. The
setup of this supervised algorithm is explained here:
Structures used for training and test databases of SVM are extracted from representative part of the PDB
including 95 crystallographic complexes from different families in CATH classification. Selected structures
are re-modeled with various templates, various level of sequence identity and a large set of ligands found in
the same family of complex (crossed comparative docking).
The 7235 models of complexes obtained are more or less close to crystallographic structures and their
ligands are used as shape restraint in a docking recalculation of crystallographic ligand.
For each docking, a large set of descriptors (table below) is calculated and related to RMSD between the
modeled and the crystallographic position of ligand.
49 PDB entries (3850 vectors) are used to train a supervised SVM machine in a multi-variable linear
regression mode. 46 PDB entries (3385 vector) are used for validation. After optimization, 5 descriptors are
selected for SVM learning: Tanimoto similarity score, superimposition between candidate and anchor ligand,
similarity to crystallographic profile of interaction (PSim), complementarity function score (LPC) and the
size of candidate ligand (number of atoms).
SVM is used with the following settings: Gaussian kernel in regression mode, hight precision required to
stop learning (-e = 0.001) and sparse data mode. At the end, a theoretical RMSD called “Ligand Position
Error or LPE” is calculated with the same descriptors extracted from new cases. LPE permits to easily select
docking close to crystallographic homologous complexes.
The Pearson coefficient of correlation (R) is equal to 0,81 on test base and the average error between LPE
and real RMSD is equal to1,26 Angstrom.

Clustering docking orientation :
Ligand position clustering (LigPosition)
For each candidate ligand, the new modeled complexes are superimposed in order to detect the different
orientations found in the docked process. These orientations are clustered (Fconv software (ref)). The most
probable orientation corresponds to the cluster having the best LPE score.

Best docking selection
The LPE is calculated for each position and permits to select the most probable cluster of orientation of
ligand. In the selected cluster, the best affinity (pKa) determines the best docking selected by @Tome.

Docking values tab
For each docking many values are extracted. All results can be displayed in the graphic HTML form or
downloaded in a csv file. Values are described in the table below :
Values (in csv file)
File;ModelID

User study name, S.A @Tome . id

Template;Chain

Template PDB code & chain

AtomSA;

S.A. @Tome score

QMean;

QMean score of receptor model

Identity

Sequence identity with template (%)

Anchor;Origin

Ligand PDB code & PDB id source

CDock

Comparative docking mode ( = Raw)

AnchKd

Affinity calculated between receptor/anchor (pKa)

Candidate

User candidate name (in mol2 file)

Plants;PlantsRaw

Plants score (with and without weight)

PlantsKd

Plants pKa (calculated by linear regression on PDBbind)

MedusaRaw;MedusaSc;

Raw score & pKa calculated by linear regression (see ref)

XScore

XScore affinity score (pKa)

DSX_Raw;DSX_Score

Raw score & pKa calculated by linear regression on PDBbind

AtomeSc

@Tome affinity score : (pKa = Avg. (Plants, Xscore, Medusa, DSX))

NbAtLig

Number of atoms in the candidate ligand (without hydrogen)

Tanimoto

Similarity between candidate ligand and anchor ligand

AnchorFit

Candidate/ligand superimposition score (Plants software)

LigandEnergy

Internal energy of ligand (AMMP force field)

LPC

LPC software score (receptor/ligand complementarity function)

AffinityMeasure;AffinityUnit

Measured affinity and unit (if available)

HB;Violation

Number of putative Hbond & violation in the receptor/ligand complex

PSim

Similarity to profile of receptor/ligand interaction in PDB templates

CpxQuality

Complex quality consensus score

LigPosition;NbPos

Orientation of the ligand (cluster number) & size of cluster

Reliab (= LPE)

Ligand Position Error (SVM multi-variables linear regression)

Technical overview
@Tome is a set of 3 multi core Linux servers in parallel configuration (load balancing & redundancy). A set
of tera-byte disk of storage is available in secure RAID configuration mode. @Tome pipeline is written in
Perl 5 and each tool was installed locally on computer. This allows @Tome being faster and more robust.
The firsts stages (1 to 5) of processing are made on a background grid in parallel mode.
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